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Bovine Anatomy Klaus-Dieter Budras 2011-09-05 Die zweite englische Auﬂage dieses erfolgreichen
Lehrbuches ist nun auch nach dem bewährten Konzept der „Budras-Atlanten“ durch namhafte Experten
aus der Anatomie und der klinischen Medizin um die klinisch-funktionelle Anatomie erweitert. „This is a
much-needed textbook-atlas that depicts bovine anatomy. It is appropriately organized such that it can
easily be the single book that veterinarians refer to when an anatomic question needs to be answered
about this species. It is most deﬁnitely worth the price.” JAVMA – Journal of the American Veterinary
Medical Association
Miriam's Song Miriam Mathabane 2001-06-12 Relates the story of a woman who came of age amid the
violence of South Africa in the 1980s and ﬁnally saw the destruction of apartheid and the birth of a
democratic nation.
The Surgeon General's Call to Action to Prevent and Decrease Overweight and Obesity (2001) David
Satcher 2002-06-01 Overweight & obesity (O&O) have reached nationwide epidemic proportions. Both
the prevention & treatment of O&O & their assoc. health problems are important public health goals. To
achieve these goals, this report is committed to 5 principles: promote the recognition of O&O as major
public health problems; assist Amer. in balancing healthful eating with regular physical activity to
achieve & maintain a healthy body weight; identify eﬀective & culturally appropriate interventions to
prevent & treat O&O; encourage environmental changes that help prevent O&O; & develop & enhance
public-private partnerships to help implement this vision. Examples of programs. Resource list.
33 Ways to Help with Numeracy Brian Sharp 2008-10-08 Thirty Three Ways to Help with Numeracy
equips teachers and teaching assistants with a wide range of practical resources to help children who are
having diﬃculties learning the basic skills of numeracy. By providing a range of activities and games
which engage children and encourage motivation in the classroom, the book provides ready-to-use
exercises that don’t need lengthy forward preparation. Any materials needed are readily available in the
classroom or are provided here to photocopy. The activities are designed using a range of diﬀerent
learning styles to: build learners’ conﬁdence and self esteem develop reasoning and thinking about
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physical number situations encourage discussions explore numbers by doing The activities can be used
with individual children, groups or the whole class. The introduction at the head of each activity describes
precisely what it aims to teach the child, followed by clear, concise instructions on how to play each
game. Teachers, SENCos and Teaching Assistants will welcome this helpful resource, which complements
Thirty Three Ways to Help with Reading also available from Routledge.
Heidegger on Concepts, Freedom and Normativity Sacha Golob 2014-01-16 This book oﬀers a
fundamentally new account of the arguments and concepts which deﬁne Heidegger's early philosophy,
and locates them in relation to both contemporary analytic philosophy and the history of philosophy.
Drawing on recent work in the philosophy of mind and on Heidegger's lectures on Plato and Kant, Sacha
Golob argues against existing treatments of Heidegger on intentionality and suggests that Heidegger
endorses a unique position with respect to conceptual and representational content; he also examines
the implications of this for Heidegger's views on truth, realism and 'being'. He goes on to explore
Heidegger's work on the underlying issue of normativity, and focuses on his theory of freedom, arguing
that it is freedom that links the existential concerns of Being and Time to concepts such as reason,
perfection and obligation. His book oﬀers a distinctive new perspective for students of Heidegger and the
history of twentieth-century philosophy.
Taking the Fat Out of Food Paula Kurtzweil 1996
Obesity 2004 2004
Savage Shadows Eileen Ross 1993-04 An account of one woman's courage in the face of crime describes
how Eileen Ross, a blind woman living alone, was terrorized, beaten, and raped in her New York City
apartment, and how she helped catch her attacker. Reprint.
Fat Land Greg Critser 2004-01-05 “An in-depth, well-researched, and thoughtful exploration of the ‘fat
boom’ in America.” —TheBoston Globe Low carb, high protein, raw foods . . . despite our seemingly
endless obsession with fad diets, the startling truth is that six out of ten Americans are overweight or
obese. In Fat Land, award-winning nutrition and health journalist Greg Critser examines the facts and
societal factors behind the sensational headlines, taking on everything from supersize to Super Mario,
high-fructose corn syrup to the high costs of physical education. With a sharp eye and even sharper
tongue, Critser examines why pediatricians are now treating conditions rarely seen in children before;
why type 2 diabetes is on the rise; the personal struggles of those with weight problems—especially
among the poor—and how agribusiness has altered our waistlines. Praised by the New York Times as
“absorbing” and by Newsday as “riveting,” this disarmingly funny, yet truly alarming, exposé stands as
an important examination of one of the most pressing medical and social issues in the United States.
“One scary book and a good companion to Eric Schlosser’s Fast Food Nation.” —Seattle Post-Intelligencer
STAATSKUNST UND KRIEGSHANDWERK Gerhard Ritter 1954
Applications of Gene-Based Technologies for Improving Animal Production and Health in Developing
Countries Harinder P.S. Makkar 2005-08-12 Modern Biotechnology has potential for solving many
problems associated with animal productivity and health and oﬀers exciting opportunities for enhancing
agricultural productivity. At present the focus is, however, on the issues and problems of signiﬁcance for
livestock producers in the developed world. In order to fully realize the beneﬁts of this technology in
developing countries, there is a need to identify, characterize and apply appropriate gene-based
technologies for these regions. These proceedings present peer reviewed state-of-the-art papers
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describing the achievements in the areas of animal breeding and genetics, animal nutrition, animal
health, and environment, ethics, safety, and regulatory aspects of gene-based technologies;
achievements which could be realized using these modern scientiﬁc tools to maximise the beneﬁts from
the 'livestock revolution' that is taking place; and the constraints in the use of gene-based technologies
and their speciﬁc research needs. This book will help in bridging the wide gap between developed and
developing countries, in the development and use of gene-based technologies, and to elucidate the
current and future roles of such technologies in the developing world. It is a good reference source for
researchers, students and policy-makers alike.
Shamed Sarbjit Kaur Athwal 2013-06-20 In 1998, Sarbjit Athwal was called by her husband to attend a
family meeting. It looked like just another family gathering. An attractive house in west London, a large
dining room, two brothers, their mother, one wife. But the subject they were discussing was anything but
ordinary. At the head of the group sat the elderly mother. She stared proudly around, smiling at her
children, then raised her hand for silence. ‘It’s decided then,’ the old lady announced. ‘We have to get rid
of her.’ ‘Her’ was Surjit Athwal, Sarbjit’s sister-in-law. Within three weeks of that meeting, Surjit was
dead: lured from London to India, drugged, strangled, and her body dumped in the Ravi River, never to
be seen again. After the killing, risking her own life, Sarbjit fought secretly for justice for nine long, scared
years. Eventually, with immense bravery, she became the ﬁrst person within a murderer’s family ever to
go into open court in an honour killing trial as the Prosecution’s key witness, and the ﬁrst to waive her
anonymity in such a trial. As a result of her testimony, the trial led to the ﬁrst successful prosecution of
an honour killing without the body ever being found. But her story doesn’t end there. Since the trial, her
life has been threatened; her own husband arrested after an allegation of intimidation. Shamed is a story
of fear and of horror – but also of immense courage, and a woman who risked everything to see that
justice was done.
Game Over? Christophe Chalamet 2017-09-11 Modern science informs us about the end of the universe:
"game over" is the message which lies ahead of our world. Christian theology, on the other hand, sees in
the end not the cessation of all life, but rather an invitation to play again, in God's presence. Is there a
way to articulate together such vastly diﬀerent claims? Eschatology is a theological topic which merits
being considered from several diﬀerent angles. This book seeks to do this by gathering contributions
from esteemed and fresh voices from the ﬁelds of biblical exegesis, history, systematic theology,
philosophy, and ethics. How can we make sense, today, of Jesus' (and the New Testament's)
eschatological message? How did he, his early disciples, and the Christian tradition, envision the "end" of
the world? Is there a way for us to articulate together what modern science tells us about the end of the
universe with the biblical and Christian claims about God who judges and who will wipe every tear?
Eschatology has been at the heart of Christian theology for 100 years in the West. What should we do
with this legacy? Are there ways to move our reﬂection forward, in our century? Scholars and other
interested readers will ﬁnd here a wealth of insights.
Sewing Machine Basics Jane Bolsover 2010-10-14 In the climate of “make do and mend,” sales of sewing
machines have soared, but many are only accompanied by a diﬃcult-to-understand technical manual.
Here, Jane Bolsover provides a comprehensive guide for beginners. Starting with an essential overview of
the sewing machine, learn how to thread it and wind bobbins, why tension is important, and which
needles to choose. There's information on the basic sewing kit you will need, plus advice on which fabrics
to choose and how to cut out. The chapters then build into a complete sewing course, and at the end of
each chapter is a simple project to consolidate the skills you have just mastered. The projects include
items for the home, including a cushion cover and a lampshade, stylish accessories, such as bags and
scarves, plus great clothing basics, such as an A-line skirt and a simple shift dress. Also included at the
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back of the book are two full-size pull-out paper pattern sections.
DARING TO SAY "I WILL." MARCUS. GRAULICH 2016
Uncovering the Theme of Revelation in Romans 1:16-3:26 Marcus A. Mininger 2017-09-19 "Past study of
Rom 1:16-3:26 focuses on individual salvation or on social relations and also produces a host of
interpretative quandaries. Marcus A. Mininger develops a new approach, which includes but goes beyond
these foci, by unearthing the theme of revelation that runs throughout Paul's argument largely
unnoticed. More than a proof of sin or of social equality, Paul provides a survey of numerous visible
revelations, in which otherwise invisible realities like God's wrath, the power of sin, and God's
righteousness are seen through the observable eﬀects they produce in diﬀerent people. Read this way,
the rationale of Paul's argument becomes quite clear, including for "problem texts" like Rom 2 and 3:1-8,
as Paul proves that the gospel, not the law, overcomes sin's power and that God's righteousness always
exists in contrast to the human condition in this age."--! From publisher's description
Higher, Further, Faster Almond Tree Publishing 2019-04-24 This paperback notebook is 6" x 9" and has
120 college ruled, blank lined pages (60 sheets) which provides plenty of room for writing ideas,
thoughts, or to do lists. This Composition Notebook perfect for note taking, journaling, writing poetry,
daily planner, lists, making to do lists, ideas, travel journal, organizer, diary, notepad, gratitude or your
next book. Great as gift for birthdays or holidays (e.g. Christmas) for girls, women, teens and kids.
Con brio! 4e: Beginning Spanish Wiley Loose-leaf Print Companion with WileyPLUS
Blackboard Custom Card Set María C. Lucas Murillo 2017-05-04
The Children's House of Belsen Hetty E. Verolme 2013 During the Holocaust the young Hetty was
rounded up by the Nazis and sent for 14 long months to Belsen Concentration Camp. Hetty and her two
little brothers were forcefully separated from their parents. This is her story; how she as one of the eldest
children had to become the ‘Little Mother’ not only taking care of her two brothers but also forty young
children living in Barrack 211 known as ‘The Children’s House of Belsen’. At fourteen-years-old, an
unimaginable task amidst the inhumane conditions of hunger, cold, sickness death and despair, she kept
up her spirits. A truly remarkable story of a young girl’s determination.
The German Navy Cajus Bekker 1997 This volume covers not only the wartime story of the German Navy,
but also shows how it stealthily built up in the 20s and 30s, in deﬁance of the treaty of Versailles. The
famous pocket battleships are examined, as well as U-boats, minesweepers and one-man torpedoes.
Utopias and Dystopias in the Fiction of H. G. Wells and William Morris Emelyne Godfrey
2016-12-08 This book is about the ﬁercely contrasting visions of two of the nineteenth century’s greatest
utopian writers. A wide-ranging, interdisciplinary study, it emphasizes that space is a key factor in
utopian ﬁction, often a barometer of mankind’s successful relationship with nature, or an indicator of
danger. Emerging and critically acclaimed scholars consider the legacy of two great utopian writers,
exploring their use of space and time in the creation of sites in which contemporary social concerns are
investigated and reordered. A variety of locations is featured, including Morris’s quasi-fourteenth century
London, the lush and corrupted island, a routed and massacred English countryside, the high-rises of the
future and the vertiginous landscape of another Earth beyond the stars.
The Pritikin Program for Diet and Exercise Nathan Pritikin 1984-01 A full diet and exercise program
provides information on nutrients and food groups, advises on shopping, and cooking, and details an
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enjoyable weight-loss schedule
Mean Body Weight, Height, and Body Mass Index Cynthia L. Ogden 2004
The sports medicine Book Gabe Mirkin, Marshall Hoﬀman 1978
Big Fat Lies Glenn Alan Gaesser 2013-10-18 Oﬀers a plan for metabolic ﬁtness while debunking heightweight tables, fat consumption, yo-yo dieting, exercise, and the relationship between health and obesity.
Education for Citizenship in Europe Avril Keating 2014-04-23 This book examines the evolving
relationship between the nation-state, citizenship and the education of citizens, exploring the impact
European integration had on national policies towards educating its citizens and citizenship.
Urban Transformations in the U.S.A. Julia Sattler 2016-01-31 How did American cities change
throughout the 20th and early 21st century? This timely publication integrates research from American
Literary and Cultural Studies, Urban Studies and History. The essays range from negotiations of the
»ethnic city« in US literature and media, to studies of recent urban phenomena and their
representations: gentriﬁcation, re-appropriation and conversion of urban spaces in the USA. These
interdisciplinary and intercultural perspectives on American cities provide unique points of access for
studying the complex narratives of urban transformation.
China's Contingencies and Globalization Changgang Guo 2018-10-11 How have Chinese views on
globalization developed over time? How is China managing the new normal of slower growth? Is China
creating an alternative modernity? Is China a status quo power or a reform power? Can China manage its
growing international role in international institutions and in the New Development Bank, the Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank, along with infrastructure projects in the region such as One Belt One
Road and the Maritime Silk Road? Can China achieve balanced interactions with ASEAN and with
developing countries in the region and worldwide? How is governance in China evolving in relation to
social movements, protests, labour struggles and migrant workers? Do Chinese policies in relation to
religious diversity contribute to social harmony or to friction? This timely volume by Chinese and
international scholars oﬀers diverse perspectives on these questions. This book was originally published
as a special issue of Third World Quarterly.
Making Tea, Making Japan Kristin Surak 2012-11-28 The tea ceremony persists as one of the most
evocative symbols of Japan. Originally a pastime of elite warriors in premodern society, it was later recast
as an emblem of the modern Japanese state, only to be transformed again into its current incarnation,
largely the hobby of middle-class housewives. How does the cultural practice of a few come to represent
a nation as a whole? Although few non-Japanese scholars have peered behind the walls of a tea room,
sociologist Kristin Surak came to know the inner workings of the tea world over the course of ten years of
tea training. Here she oﬀers the ﬁrst comprehensive analysis of the practice that includes new material
on its historical changes, a detailed excavation of its institutional organization, and a careful examination
of what she terms "nation-work"—the labor that connects the national meanings of a cultural practice
and the actual experience and enactment of it. She concludes by placing tea ceremony in comparative
perspective, drawing on other expressions of nation-work, such as gymnastics and music, in Europe and
Asia. Taking readers on a rare journey into the elusive world of tea ceremony, Surak oﬀers an insightful
account of the fundamental processes of modernity—the work of making nations.
Erasmus of Rotterdam Christine Christ-von-Wedel 2020-09 Erasmus of Rotterdam (1466/67-1536)
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remains, for good reason, the best-known humanist of his time. He inﬂuenced reformers, philosophers,
politicians, literati, legal scholars, educators, artists and musicians in his own as well as in later centuries
and covered an astonishingly broad range of topics: war and peace, politics and human dignity,
jurisdiction and philosophy of law, church music and homiletics, piety and common wisdom, style and
manners, as well as questions of matrimony, gender and education. Indeed, Erasmine thought continues
to inﬂuence European intellectual history to this day. Christine Christ-von Wedel introduces Erasmus as a
personality but also expands on his rich and multi-layered thinking and the struggles and longings in the
age of Reformation characterised by his clashes with both Martin Luther and the Catholic establishment.
Working with A Secular Age Florian Zemmin 2016-03-21 Charles Taylor’s monumental book A Secular
Age has been extensively discussed, criticized, and worked on. This volume, by contrast, explores ways
of working with Taylor’s book, especially its potentials and limits for individual research projects. Due to
its wide reception, it has initiated a truly interdisciplinary object of study; with essays drawn from various
research ﬁelds, this volume fosters substantial conversation across disciplines.
Wehrmacht Priests Lauren Faulkner Rossi 2015 Lauren Faulkner Rossi plumbs the moral justiﬁcations of
Catholic priests who served willingly and faithfully in the German army in World War II. She probes the
Church’s accommodations with Hitler’s regime, its ﬁerce but often futile attempts to preserve
independence, and the shortcomings of Church doctrine in the face of total war and genocide.
The Professionalization of Coaching Astrid Schreyögg 2017-05-05 This book features papers of prominent
representatives of the German coaching scene on the professional development of this counseling
format. The book thereby oﬀers guidelines for practicing professionals and for scientists as well as for
potential users of coaching. Coaching is, after all, developing rapidly. The number and the variety of
oﬀers, ﬁelds of application, concepts and issues have become hard to keep track of. Eﬀorts to establish
coaching professionally are becoming all the more necessary. – In light of the growing
internationalization of the coaching market, the translation of this book, which was published in German
in 2015, aims at networking the debates and contributing to the global development of professional
coaching.
Fidel Castro Volker Skierka 2014-09-04 Fidel Castro is one of the most interesting and controversial
personalities of our time – he has become a myth and an icon. He was the ﬁrst Cuban Caudillo – the man
who freed his country from dependence on the USA and who lead his people to rediscover their national
identity and pride. Castro has outlived generations of American presidents and Soviet leaders. He has
survived countless assassination attempts by the CIA, the Maﬁa, and Cubans living in exile. He has
become one of the greatest politicians of the 20th Century. His biography, and the history of his country
exemplify the tensions between East and West, North and South, rich and poor. As Castro's life draws to
a close, the question as to what will become of Cuba is more important that ever. Will Castro open Cuba
to economic reform and democratization, or stick to his old slogan socialism or death? In this remarkable,
up-to-date reconstruction of Castro's life, Volker Skierka addresses these questions and provides an
account of the economic, social, and political history of Cuba since Castro's childhood. He draws on a
number of little-known sources, including material from the East German communist archives on Cuba,
which were until recently inaccessible. This is an exciting, painstakingly researched, and authortiative
account of the life of one of the most extraordinary political ﬁgures of our time.
Glossing the Psalms Alderik H. Blom 2017-05-08 This study proposes a new view of glossing as a
universal phenomenon. Starting from the Psalter, a centrepiece of devotion and education in early
medieval Europe, it combines historical sociolinguistics, comparative philology, manuscript studies and
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cultural history in order to assess and compare the interface of Latin with Old Irish, Old English, Old
Frisian, Old Saxon and Old High German within the context of its multilingual and textual culture. The
close study of thirteen glossed manuscripts, such as the Anglo-Saxon Vespasian Psalter and the Old Irish
Milan Glosses, reveals when and why scribes switched from Latin into the vernacular, how the vernacular
was used in studying Latin, how glosses interact with construe marks and punctuation, and how such
manuscripts were intended to be read in a period covering the seventh to the twelfth centuries and in an
area stretching from Ireland to Central Europe. The book is an essential textbook for specialists in the
growing ﬁeld of glossing, and also reaches out to scholars of early medieval liturgy, education,
palaeography and Christian literature.
South Africa and the Communist International Apollon B. Davidson 2015-12-22 This is a comprehensive
selection of documents pertaining to the Communist Party of South Africa from the formerly closed
archives of the Communist International.
Women Praying and Prophesying in Corinth Jill E. Marshall 2017-09-15 In First Corinthians, Paul
makes two conﬂicting statements about women's speech: He crafts a diﬃcult argument about whether
men and women should cover their heads while praying or prophesying (11:2-16) and instructs women to
be silent in the assembly (14:34-35). These two statements bracket an extended discussion about
inspired modes of speech - prophecy and prayer in tongues. From these exegetical observations, Jill E.
Marshall argues that gender is a central issue throughout 1 Corinthians 11-14 and the religious speaking
practices that prompted Paul's response. She situates Paul's arguments about prayer and prophecy
within their ancient Mediterranean cultural context, using literary and archaeological evidence, and
examines the diﬀerences in how ancient writers described prophetic speech when voiced by a man or a
woman.
High Speed Oﬀ-Road Vehicles Bruce Maclaurin 2018-09-17 A concise reference that provides an overview
of the design of high speed oﬀ-road vehicles High Speed Oﬀ-Road Vehicles is an excellent, in-depth
review of vehicle performance in oﬀ-road conditions with a focus on key elements of the running gear
systems of vehicles. In particular, elements such as suspension systems, wheels, tyres, and tracks are
addressed in-depth. It is a well-written text that provides a pragmatic discussion of oﬀ-road vehicles from
both a historical and analytical perspective. Some of the unique topics addressed in this book include link
and ﬂexible tracks, ride performance of tracked vehicles, and active and semi-active suspension systems
for both armoured and unarmoured vehicles. The book provides spreadsheet-based analytic approaches
to model these topic areas giving insight into steering, handling, and overall performance of both tracked
and wheeled systems. The author further extends these analyses to soft soil scenarios and thoroughly
addresses rollover situations. The text also provides some insight into more advanced articulated
systems. High Speed Oﬀ-Road Vehicles: Suspensions, Tracks, Wheels and Dynamics provides valuable
coverage of: Tracked and wheeled vehicles Suspension component design and characteristics, vehicle
ride performance, link track component design and characteristics, ﬂexible track, and testing of active
suspension test vehicles General vehicle conﬁgurations for combat and logistic vehicles, suspension
performance modelling and measurement, steering performance, and the eﬀects of limited slip
diﬀerentials on the soft soil traction and steering behavior of vehicles Written from a very practical
perspective, and based on the author’s extensive experience, High Speed Oﬀ-Road Vehicles provides an
excellent introduction to oﬀ-road vehicles and will be a helpful reference text for those practicing design
and analysis of such systems.
Refocusing School Leadership Robert J. Starratt 2010-09-13 Refocusing School Leadership departs
from the more traditional conceptualization of leadership, looking behind the daily routines of human
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resource leaders to highlight the assumptions and values and beliefs they bring to their work as well as
the values and meanings embedded in the various contexts of school life. Starratt explores how
educational leadership is grounded in one’s own humanity as well as in a deep appreciation of the
richness, complexity, and enormous potential of people, and he attempts to restore the centrality of
human development in the work of educating the young—education is not simply about educating minds,
but about developing whole persons. Starratt argues for a refocusing of educational leadership on
aﬃrming and enabling those talents, dispositions, interests, life experiences, and cultural proﬁciencies
that comprise their humanity to enrich the work of learning. The vision of the school should speak of the
extraordinary possibilities for human achievement in our young people, as well as the talents of their
teachers to nurture those possibilities. Starratt’s focus on leadership as human resource development will
energize the eﬀorts of faculty, staﬀ, and students to improve the quality of learning—the primary work of
schools. This book is a valuable resource to prepare aspiring leaders, whether administrators or teachers,
to deal with the way schools are currently run and to imagine and create better ways to promote quality
learning for all.
Wiring Regulations in Brief Ray Tricker 2020-11-30 "This newly updated edition of Wiring Regulations in
Brief provides a user-friendly guide to the newest amendments to BS 7671 and the IET Wiring
Regulations"--
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